SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 28 October 2017

Weather
Weather conditions, sunny, winds light, temperature, minus 4C

SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin,

Drill Team Update:

- Finished removing and replacing unistrut on side of Hose reel container for reattaching electrical components.
- External electrical was installed on HRC.
- Looked
- Travelled to LARS deck and did a survey of what is needed. Lars deck needs to be moved to SPOTSA area to allow for removal of DOER winch and removal of roving drill winch.
- Did an initial inspection of NIU’s containers to prepare for shipping north. Found both of them in relatively good shape except for drifting inside of the containers.

Cargo

- No cargo received.

Weekly summation
This first week much of our time was spent travelling to the ice, getting our required classes taken care, and locating where our equipment/tools were stored. Once that was done we got a good start on the tasks we need to do this season.
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